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REVIEWS
LANGENDOEN
and PAULM.
The vastnessof naturallanguages.By D. TERENCE
POSTAL.
Oxford:Blackwell, 1984. Pp. ix, 189. $35.95.
Reviewed by BARBARA
ABBOTT,Michigan State University*

This book is an argumentthat NLs (naturallanguages-but see below) do
not form recursively enumerablesets: indeed, that they are too big to be considered sets at all. One consequence is that constructive(generative)grammars
are inadequatefor describingNLs. In broaderterms, L&P take linguistics to
be 'a logico-mathematicaldiscipline' (159, fn. 1).
Chap. 1, 'Set-theoreticalbackground',emphasizesissues of cardinality.The
general term 'collection' is used to include both sets and aggregates(e.g. the
collection containingeverything)which aretoo big to be consideredas members
of other collections without giving rise to inconsistency. The latter are called
'megacollections'. Cantor's Theorem, which plays a role in what follows, is
sketched. As applied to sets, it says that the power set P(A), the set of all
subsets of A, is of a highercardinalitythan A.
Chap. 2, 'The received position about NLs and their grammars',is an initial
attack-on the groundsthat adequateargumentshave not been given-against
traditionalassumptionsthat sentences are finite in length, and that the sentences of an NL form (at least) a recursivelyenumerableset.
Chap. 3, 'Sentence size bounds', contains two kinds of argumentsthat NL
sentences may be not only infinitely long, but also of any transfinitelength.
The first holds that it would be arbitraryto set any bound, finite or transfinite,
on sentence size, and that 'transfinitesize laws complicatethe theoreticalaccount of NLs no less than finite size laws, and are equally subject to Occam's
razor' (42). L&P thus fail to see a distinction between imposing a specific
numericallimit on sentence size and simply requiringsentences to be finite in
length. The second kindof argument,illustratedin the followingtypicalpassage
(43), is circular:
'But ... objects havingall the definingconditionsof sentencehoodin an NL ARE sentences of
that NL. Therefore,ANY restriction,finite or transfinite,on the lengthof NL sentences yields
a frameworkunableto describeinfinitelymany well-formedsentences in every NL.'

This assumes that being finite in length is not a defining condition of

sentencehood.
The main point of Chap. 4. 'The analogy with Cantor'sresults', is the 'NL
Vastness Theorem', which states that NLs are megacollections, and hence of
no fixed cardinality. This theorem depends on a principle which L&P 'take as

a truth about all NLs' (53), viz. that NLs are closed under coordinate compounding. That means that, for any set of sentences in a languageL, the sentence formed by conjoiningall the membersof that set is itself a sentence of
L. (The assumptionthat NL sentences may be infinitelylong is crucialhere*I wish to thankLionel Bender, Herb Hendry,GroverHudson, Polly Jacobson,and Bill Rose
for discussion while I was preparingthis review.
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since it is entailed by this closure principle,plus the fact that languageshave
infinite subsets.)
To get fromhere to the VastnessTheorem,note thatone can, usingthe closureprinciple,project
from any set S of sentences a set S* with the same cardinalityas P(S). Recall that every member
of P(S) is a subset of the sentencesof S. Let S* containthe sentences in S, which correspondoneto-one to the singletonsets of P(S), plus one conjoinedsentencecorrespondingto each (non-empty)
non-singletonmemberof P(S). Now consider an infinite set Q of non-conjoinedsentences of a
languageL. By the closure principle,all the sentences in the set Q* must also belong to L. If Q
is of cardinalityKo(the cardinalityof the naturalnumbers),then Q* will be of a highercardinality
(in fact Xi, the cardinalityof the real numbers).But from Q* we can form the set (Q*)*, which
will be of a yet highercardinality.And again,by the closureprinciple,each sentence in (Q*)*must
also belong to L. And so forth. QED.

The majorconsequence given in Chap.5, 'Implications',is the non-existence
of any constructive (generative)grammarfor any NL (the 'NL Non-constructivity Theorem'). This is because a constructive grammarwill enumeratethe
sentences of the language it generates, which is inconsistent with the nonrecursive enumerabilityof NLs which follows from the Vastness Theorem.
L&P list twenty-seven grammaticalframeworkswhich they claim are thus falsified, ranging from Generalized Phrase StructureGrammarto Tagmemics.
Only one frameworksurvives, with a few emendations;and that is (surprise!)
the Arc PairGrammarof Johnson & Postal 1980-since it is non-constructive,
giving necessary and sufficientconditionsfor sentence well-formedness,rather
than generating sentences. L&P see their results as no less momentous for
linguisticsthanGddel'sincompletenessproofwas for mathematics(79)-a conclusion which is, perhaps, a tad premature.
In this chapter L&P also derive the vastness results again, this time from Katz's 'effability
principle'(NLs can express any proposition-cf. Katz 1972, 1981),plus the assumptionthatfacts,
and hence propositionsexpressingthem, form megacollections.The final section takes a preliminary look at issues of psychologicalreality.

In Chap. 6, 'Ontologicalescape hatches', L&P attemptto show that no ontological position consistent with linguistictheory can dismiss transfinitesentences. They take themselves to be 'platonic realists' (following Katz 1981,
1984), and as such they have no problem with megasentences.1Nominalism
they dismiss as inconsistent with modern linguistic theory generally. There
remainseveral varietiesof what they referto as 'conceptualism'(in a somewhat
novel usage). Under 'standardconceptualism',megasentences are acceptable
if they can be shown to be characterizedby a psychogrammar(mentallyrepresented grammar).L&P sketch a linguisticperformancemodel-described as
'natural'(116) and 'realistic' (120)-which contains a non-constructivegrammar of a specific language, G(NLi), plus a 'Constructor',which generates all
the finite sentences of any possible NL. In production,the Constructorreceives
a logical form LF, and constructs sentences until it has found all those with a
matchingLF. These are submittedto G(NLi), which determineswhether they
belong to NLi. Comprehensionworks similarly,with the Constructorreceiving
1 One tends to wish that L&P had seen fit to apply Occam's razor, which they flourish so
vigorouslyin Chap. 3, to this overgrownplatonicbeardin which their theoremsare nested.
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a phonetic form. This sketch is as difficultto take seriously as the rest of the
book. Why would creaturesevolve with such a languagemechanism,instead
of one employing simply a generativegrammarof the usable portion of NLi?
By far the longest section of this chapter(indeed,of the entirebook) is devoted to an attackon
what L&P term 'radicalconceptualism',which they identifywith Chomsky'smore recent views
on language.They want to show that it is 'a totally inadequateconceptualframework;it cannot
justify an exclusionof transfinitesentencesbecauseit cannotjustify anythingat all' (126).Basically,
L&P's position is that grammaticaltheory properis concernedonly with NLs-that it is 'not a
theory of humanlanguagelearningor any otherpsychological/biologicaldomain'(12, fn. 14). This
is, in part, because most NLs are in fact unlearnableby humanbeings:
'... evidentlythe infiniteset of possiblefinite"lexicons"of finitemorphemesincludesinfinitely
many with, e.g., more elements than the numberof electrons in the known universe, and
infinitelymanywith individuallexical items of a size greaterthanis humanlystorable.Hence
storagelimitationconsiderationsalone suffice to show that many, in fact, most, finitely specifiable NL grammarsare not in fact learnableby real humanbeings. Thus, even if it made
sense to say that the grammarsof attested NLs describe competence or any psychological
object at all, this notioncollapses in the face of the fact that most finite NL grammarscannot
even correspond to any POTENTIALhuman knowledge.' (150-51)

L&P introducethe expression'NL' simplyas an abbreviationfor 'naturallanguage'(vi); but by
this point, if not before, one is likely to take it as a special termfor some distinctkind of object.
The issue would then seem to be just a questionof interests. Chomskyis primarilyinterestedin
the humanlanguagefaculty;L&P are not. Nevertheless, L&P attack Chomsky'sposition, using
judiciously selected quotes and interpretingthem in the most obtuse way possible. For example,
they devote several pages to the following statement by Chomsky (1981b:295):'the theory of
transformationalgrammar(t.g.) that I have been investigatingfor aboutthe past 10 years permits
only a finite numberof grammarsin principle...' They argue (140) that this shows Chomsky's
approachto be 'a false account of NLs' because, given the infinite numberof possible lexicons,
an infinitenumberof distinctNL grammarsmustexist. But why did they choose to reproducethis
obscurecommentof Chomsky's,ratherthanthefollowingfullerstatementof his claim-with which
they surely must have been familiar,and which makes this attack entirelypointless?
'If these assumptionsare correct,then U[niversal]G[rammar]will makeavailableonly a finite
class of possiblecoregrammars,in principle.Thatis, UG will providea finiteset of parameters,
each with a finite numberof values, APART FROM THE TRIVIAL MATTER OF THE MORPHEME OR
WORDLIST, which must surely be learnedby direct exposure for the most part.' (Chomsky
1981a:11;emphasisadded)
Chomskyhas, in effect, alreadyrespondedto L&P's book by distinguishingthe epiphenomenal
natureof the notion 'language'fromthe realityof grammars.L&Ptrivializethis pointby assuming
that Chomsky rejects languagesas real because they are not physical objects (139); they state
furtherthat 'no otherreasons [forthis rejection]aregiven' (148).But ChomskyDOES give reasonswhich do not includethe non-physicalnatureof language-and in a passage (Chomsky1980:1223) which L&P would have needed an extreme case of tunnel vision not to have seen, since they
refer (136) to materialon the very same page:
'In discussinglanguagesand grammarsin the precedinglecture I mentionedthat it mightturn
out that grammarsdo not generatelanguagesat all. Given the epiphenomenalnatureof the
notion "language",this would not be a particularlydisturbingdiscovery. It would mean that
the real systemsthatarementallyrepresenteddo not happento specifyrecursivelyenumerable
languages.This mighthappenfor many possible reasons. It mightturnout that the grammar
has parametersthat must be fixed in terms of other systems (say, the conceptualsystem)for
actual representationsof sentences to be generated,and these other systems mighthave all
sorts of exotic properties.Or the rules of grammarmightbe inherentlyindeterminatein some
respect, even thoughformulatedwith perfectprecision.In this case, "language"would simply
not be a well-definednotion (in the sense of "recursivelydefined") ...'
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Chap. 7, 'The characterizationof transfinitesentences', argues that 'the exclusion of transfinitesentences from the proper domain of linguistics would
actually be quite absurd' (157). This is because, grantingmegasentences at
least a 'platonist' existence, they must be part of the domain of some field of
inquiry;and since 'the laws/principlesgoverningtransfinitesentences are the
same as those governingfinite sentences' (162), linguisticsis the obvious field
in which to put them. The final section takes a look at such pressing issues as
what to do about rules (e.g. that governingthe choice between English a and
an) which depend on words having immediateneighbors, in densely packed
sentences.
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Word grammar. By RICHARDHUDSON. Oxford & New York: Blackwell, 1984.
Pp. 267. $34.95.
Reviewed by RONALDW. LANGACKER,
University of California, San Diego

Despite the limitationssuggestedby its name, 'word grammar'is offered as
a novel and comprehensivetheory of linguisticstructure.Hudson, in adopting
it to replace his earlier (1976) and very different theory of daughter-dependency

grammar,lamentsthe difficultyof being rightthe first time; but he is confident
that word grammarrepresentsa great improvementon the formermodel. Perhaps because his currenttheoreticaloutlookhas affinitiesto my own, I certainly
agree that he is rightabout many more things this second time around.Though
numerouspoints of H's conception and analysis are open to serious question,
I can recommendhis monographas a thoughtfuland detailed attemptto formulate a radical alternative to theories in the generative tradition. It is not
without flaws, and is hardly likely to stop the generative juggernaut in its tracks;

but for those who are so inclined, it provides a useful exercise in employing
very differentmodes of thoughtfor conceptualizingthe problemsof linguistic
description.
Word grammaris one of several current approaches that make a serious
attempt to analyze language and linguistic semantics as integral facets of cog-

